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New kinds of leadership for a 
complex and fast changing world



What does it mean for leaders to face 
complexity in a fast changing world?
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Leadership challenges that keep you 
awake at night 
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Engaging with complexity: 
a leadership imperative



Living in a VUCA world

• Ambiguity - ‘unknown unknowns’ abound, no 
precedents exist. Harder to reach clarity and agreement 
about the meaning of events 

• Volatility - instability, wild fluctuations, rapid and 
unexpected change. Many people see change as the only 
constant

• Uncertainty – today and tomorrow unlike yesterday, 
information is incomplete. Much harder to figure out 
what’s happening

• Complexity – connectivity, interdependencies, 
feedback loops, networks. Actions can have unintended 
consequences 



And say hello to a 
VUCA world where…

• …opportunities and threats 
emerge in action

• …change is often surprising, 
unintended, unpredictable

Working in a VUCA world
Say goodbye to a 

stable world where…

• …opportunities and 
threats can be known

• …change can be planned 
and managed



Complexity is essential

•Requisite 
complexity



Complexity can’t be untangled



Complicated vs. complex

Gamble & Blackwell , 2001



Leadership of complexity



The BIG problem

You may be in charge,
but you’re not in control



Complexity:

As leaders, do 
we face it or 
hide from it?



3-step process 
1. Notice – weak 

signals, what’s 
changing?

Respond

3. Respond – choose
how to respond

Notice

2. Interpret – make sense 
of emerging patterns

Interpret

 space for learning ltd 2013-2017



sharon.varney@spaceforlearning.com

Noticing the ‘vital signs’ 

 space for learning ltd 2013-2017



Unit-wide leadership quality – An experiment
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Requisite leadership complexity –
or Leadership in your organisations is 
everyone’s job:  3.79 on 7; 1.90

“Exploring notions of leadership in South Africa and the African continent”
Study by HCEL and Henley Business School South Africa, N=79



To unpack unit-wide 
leadership quality…you need 
to help 



Applying complexity thinking at 
Henley



The Henley Forum

• Our mission:  to advance practice in developing 
dynamic organisations

• By joining the dots… to activate dynamic capabilities

knowledge learning change

Learning & 
performance

Knowledge 
Management

Organisation 
Development

knowledge learning

change



Research projects – creating new knowledge

The Henley Forum Year 2017/18

11 May
Empowering 
conversation

27 June
Building 

connections

27 September
Embedding 

change

29 November
Scanning
horizons

07-08 March 
Conference

Building dynamic 
capability

Themed events - developing actionable insights B
uild

ing d
yn

am
ic cap

ab
ilities

Action learning (including virtual action learning)
Coaching and webinars

Tailored support – addressing  key challenges

Action research:
Embedding 

change (Pt 2)

Research Summit:
Energising 

knowledge sharing
02 November

Research Summit:
Embracing difference

20 July

Action research:
Engaging with 

complexity
Starts 26 June

Development opportunities – advancing your practice

12-13 July
Advanced 

Knowledge 
Management

23-24 January
Advancing your 

OD practice



The Collaboration Maze
Game

Facilitator’s 
guide

Video

Flyer

Postcard

Website



The Henley Centre for Leadership Lab
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